1. Here are some names of people who could run for the leadership of the Ontario Progressive Conservative Party.

Please tell us if each person would make you more likely to support the Ontario Progressive Conservatives in the spring election, less likely to do so, or make no difference to your choice.

[randomize list]

Christine Elliott
Lisa MacLeod
Doug Ford
Vic Fedeli
Steve Clark
Rod Phillips
John Tory
Michael Chong
Erin O’Toole
Caroline Mulroney
John Baird

Less likely to support the Ontario Progressive Conservative Party
No difference
More likely to support the Ontario Progressive Conservative Party

2. There have been three Ontario provincial elections since 2007. In these recent provincial elections, how often have you yourself supported each of these provincial political parties? (While you may or may not have been eligible to vote in each of these elections, please respond based on the elections you were eligible to vote in.)

[KEEP EARLIER RANDOMIZATION OF PARTIES]
Ontario Liberal Party
Progressive Conservative Party of Ontario
Ontario New Democratic Party

[COLUMNS]
Never/Not once
Once
More than once
Every recent election

3. And, how likely is it that you yourself would consider supporting each of these parties in a future provincial election? Would you:

[KEEP EARLIER RANDOMIZATION OF PARTIES]
Ontario Liberal Party
Progressive Conservative Party of Ontario
Ontario New Democratic Party

[COLUMNS]
Definitely NOT even consider them
Maybe consider them
Certainly consider them
Definitely support them